Abstract-At CRYPTO 2017 and IEEE Transactions on Computers in 2018, Todo et al. proposed the division property based cube attack method making it possible to launch cube attacks with cubes of dimensions far beyond practical reach. However, assumptions are made to validate their attacks. In this paper, we further formulate the algebraic properties of the superpoly in one framework to facilitate cube attacks in more successful applications: we propose the "flag" technique to enhance the precision of MILP models, which enable us to identify proper non-cube IV assignments; a degree evaluation algorithm is presented to upper bound the degree of the superpoly s.t. the superpoly can be recovered without constructing its whole truth table and overall complexity of the attack can be largely reduced; we provide a divide-and-conquer strategy to TRIVIUM-like stream ciphers namely TRIVIUM, Kreyvium, TriviA-SC1/2 so that the large scale MILP models can be split into several small solvable ones enabling us to analyze TRIVIUM-like primitives with more than 1000 initialization rounds; finally, we provide a term enumeration algorithm for finding the monomials of the superpoly, so that the complexity of many attacks can be further reduced. We apply our techniques to attack the initialization of several ciphers namely 839-round TRIVIUM, 891-round Kreyvium, 1009-round TriviA-SC1, 1004-round TriviA-SC2, 184-round Grain-128a and 750-round ACORN respectively.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE cube attack, proposed by Dinur and Shamir [2] in 2009, is one of the general cryptanalytic techniques of analyzing symmetric-key cryptosystems. After its proposal, cube attack has been successfully applied to various cryptographic primitives, including stream ciphers [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , hash functions [10] , [11] , [12] , and authenticated encryption [13] , [14] . For a cipher with n secret variables x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ and m public variablesṽ ¼ ðv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v m Þ, we can regard the algebraic normal form (ANF) of output bits as a polynomial ofx andṽ, denoted as fðx;ṽÞ. For a randomly chosen set I ¼ fi 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i jIj g & f1; . . . ; mg, fðx;ṽÞ can be represented uniquely as fðx;ṽÞ ¼ t I Á pðx;ṽÞ þ qðx;ṽÞ; where t I ¼ v i 1 Á Á Á v i jIj , pðx;ṽÞ, referred as the superpoly [2] , only relates to v s 's (s = 2 I) and the secret key bitsx, and qðx;ṽÞ misses at least one variable in t I . When v s 's (s = 2 I) andx are assigned statically, the value of pðx;ṽÞ can be computed by summing the output bit fðx;ṽÞ over a structure called cube, denoted as C I , consisting of 2 jIj differentṽ vectors with v i ; i 2 I being active (traversing all 0-1 combinations) and non-cube indices v s ; s = 2 I being static constants. Traditional cube attacks are completely based on practical experiments. They can only utilize practically computable low-dimensional cubes with linear or quadratic superpolies. Breakthroughs have been made by Todo et al. in [15] where they introduce the bit-based division property, a tool for conducting integral attacks to the realm of cube attack. With the help of mixed integer linear programming (MILP), they can identify the variables excluded from the superpoly and explore cubes with larger size, e.g.,72 for 832-round TRIVIUM. This enables them to improve the traditional cube attack.
Division property, as a generalization of the integral property, was first proposed at EUROCRYPT 2015 [16] . With division property, the propagation of the integral characteristics can be deduced in a more accurate manner, and one prominent application is the first theoretic key recovery attack on full MISTY1 [17] . The original division property can only be applied to word-oriented primitives. At FSE 2016, the bitbased division property [18] was proposed to investigate integral characteristics for bit-based block ciphers. With the help of division property, the propagation of the integral characteristics can be represented by the operations on a set of 0-1 vectors identifying the bit positions with the zero-sum property.
But, as has been pointed out by the authors of [18] , the deduction of bit-based division property under their framework requires memory exponential to the block sizes of block ciphers, which largely limits its applications. Such a problem has been solved by Xiang et al. [19] at ASIACRYPT 2016 by utilizing the MILP model. The propagation of the division property can be translated to an MILP model, and the corresponding integral characteristics are acquired by solving the models with MILP solvers like Gurobi [20] . With this method, they are able to give integral characteristics for block ciphers with large block sizes. Xiang et al.'s method has now been applied to many other ciphers for improved integral attacks [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] .
In [15] , Todo et al. adapt Xiang et al.'s method by taking key bits into the MILP model. With this technique, a set of key indices J ¼ fj 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j jJj g & f1; . . . ; ng is deduced for the cube C I s.t. pðx;ṽÞ can only be related to the key bits x j 's (j 2 J). With the knowledge of I and J, Todo et al. can recover 1-bit of secret-key-related information by executing two phases. In the offline phase, a proper assignment to the non-cube IVs, denoted byĨ V 2 F m 2 , is determined ensuring pðx;Ĩ V Þ non-constant. Also in this phase, the whole truth table of pðx;Ĩ V Þ is constructed through cube summations with a complexity 2 jIjþjJj . In the online phase, the exact value of pðx;Ĩ V Þ is acquired through a cube summation and the candidate values of x j 's (j 2 J) are identified by checking the precomputed truth table. A proportion of wrong key guesses are filtered as long as pðx;Ĩ V Þ is non-constant.
Due to division property and the power of MILP solver, cubes of larger dimension can now be used for key recoveries. By using a 72-dimensional cube, Todo et al. propose a theoretic cube attack on 832-round TRIVIUM. They also largely improve the previous best attacks on other primitives namely ACORN, Grain-128a and Kreyvium [15] , [25] (also available online at [26] ). It is not until recently that the result on TRIVIUM has been improved by Liu et al. [7] mounting to 835 rounds with a new method called the correlation cube attack. The correlation attack is based on the numeric mapping technique first appeared in [27] originally used for constructing zero-sum distinguishers.
Our Contributions
This paper improves the existing cube attacks by exploiting the algebraic properties of the superpoly, which include the (non-)constantness, low degree and sparse monomial distribution properties. Inspired by the division property based cube attack work of Todo et al. in [15] , we formulate all these properties in one framework by developing more precise MILP models, thus we can reduce the complexity of superpoly recovery. This also enables us to attack more rounds, or employ even larger cubes. Similar to [15] , our methods regard the cryptosystem as a non-blackbox polynomial and can be used to evaluate cubes with large dimension compared with traditional cube attack and cube tester. In the following, our contributions are summarized into five aspects.
Flag Technique for Finding Proper IV Assignments. The superpoly can filter wrong key guesses only if a proper assignmentĨ V 2 F m 2 is found for the non-cube IVs s.t. pðx;Ĩ V Þ is non-constant. In [15] , such properĨ V 's can only be found by random trials in the offline phase. Since each trial requires a complexity of 2 jIjþjJj , there is high risk that the complexity of a properĨ V finding process may exceed the brute-force bound 2 n when large cubes are used (jIj is big) or many key bits are involved (jJj is large). Therefore, two following assumptions are made to validate their cube attacks: Assumption 1 (Strong Assumption). For a cube C I , there are many values in the constant part of IV whose corresponding superpoly is balanced.
Assumption 2 (Weak Assumption). For a cube C I , there are many values in the constant part of IV whose corresponding superpoly is not a constant function.
It has been noticed in [25] that constant 0 bits can affect the propagation of division property. But we should pay more attention to constant 1 bits since constant 0 bits can be generated in the updating functions due to the XOR of an even number of constant 1's. Therefore, we propose a formal technique which we refer as the "flag" technique where the constant 0 and constant 1 as well as other non-constant MILP variables are treated properly. With this technique, proper IVs can now be found with MILP model rather than timeconsuming trial and error summations in the offline phase as in [15] , [25] . According to our experiments, the flag technique has a perfect 100 percent accuracy for finding proper noncube IV assignments in most cases. Note that our flag technique has partially proved the validity of the two assumptions since we are able to find properĨ V 's in all our attacks.
Degree Evaluation for Going beyond the jIj þ jJj < n Restriction. The superpoly recovery process dominates the overall complexity of the division property based cube attack in [15] . It requires to construct the whole truth table of the superpoly through cube summations so the complexity reaches 2 jIjþjJj . Clearly, such an attack can only be meaningful if jIj þ jJj < n, where n is the number of secret variables. To avoid constructing the whole truth table, we introduce a new technique that can upper bound the algebraic degree, denoted as d, of the superpoly using the MILP-aided bitbased division property. With the knowledge of its degree d (and key indices J), the superpoly can be represented with its ð jJj d Þ coefficients rather than the whole truth table, where
, the complexity by our new method and that by [15] are equal. For d < jJj, we know that the coefficients of the monomials with degree higher than d are constantly 0. The complexity of superpoly recovery can be reduced from 2 jIjþjJj to 2 jIj Â ð jJj d Þ. In fact, for some lightweight ciphers, the algebraic degrees of their round functions are quite low. Therefore, the degrees d are often much smaller than the number of involved key bits jJj, especially when high-dimensional cubes are used. Since d ( jJj for all previous attacks, we can improve the complexities of previous results and use larger cubes mounting to more rounds even if jIj þ jJj ! n.
Divide-and-Conquer strategy for modeling TRIVIUM -Like Primitives. TRIVIUM-like stream ciphers, namely TRIVIUM, Kreyvium, TriviA-SC1/2, have simple updating and output functions but with sufficiently many initialization rounds. The sizes of MILP models expand significantly when we describe the division property propagation of too many initialization rounds. The sizes of MILP can be so large that the MILP solvers cannot handle. We cultivate the structural features of TRIVIUM-like primitives and introduce the divideand-conquer strategy. A huge MILP can now be split into several small scaled models that can be solved efficiently. Combining the solutions of small models enable us to extract the information we need to launch key-recovery attacks.
Precise Term Enumeration for Further Lowering Complexities. Since the superpolies are generated through iterations, the number of higher-degree monomials in the superpoly is usually much smaller than its low-degree counterpart. For example, when the degree of the superpoly is d < jJj, the number of d-degree monomials are usually much smaller than the upper bound ð jJj d Þ. We propose a MILP model technique for enumerating all t-degree (t ¼ 1; . . . ; d) monomials that may appear in the superpoly, so that the complexities of several attacks are further reduced.
Relaxed Term Enumeration. For some primitives (such as 750-round ACORN), our MILP model can only enumerate the d-degree monomials since the number of lower-degree monomials are too large to be exhausted. For t ¼ 1; . . . ; d À 1, we can find a set of key indices JR t J s.t. all t-degree monomials in the superpoly are composed of x j , j 2 JR t . As long as jJR t j < jJj for some t ¼ 1; . . . ; d À 1, we can still reduce the complexities of superpoly recovery.
Combining the flag technique and the degree evaluation above, we are able to lower the complexities of the previous best cube attacks in [7] , [15] , [25] . Particularly, we can further provide key recovery results on 839-round TRIVIUM, 1 891-round Kreyvium, 184-round Grain-128a, and 750-round ACORN. Furthermore, the precise & relaxed term enumeration techniques allow us to lower the complexities of 833-round TRIVIUM, 849-round Kreyvium, 184-round Grain-128a and 750-round ACORN. Our concrete results are summarized in Table 1 . In [31] , Todo et al. revisit the fast correlation attack and analyze the key-stream generator (rather than the initialization) of the Grain family (Grain-128a, Grain-128, and Grain-v1). As a result, the key-stream generators of the Grain family are insecure. In other words, they can recover the internal state after initialization more efficiently than by exhaustive search. And the secret key is recovered from the internal state because the initialization is a public permutation. To the best of our knowledge, all our results of Kreyvium, TriviA-SC1/2, Grain128a, and ACORN are the current best key recovery attacks on the initialization of the targeted ciphers. However, none of our results seems to threaten the security of the ciphers.
In comparison to the CRYPTO 2018 conference version [1] , the following contents are new:
Further improvements to our Flag Techniques are implemented. A Divide-and-Conquer strategy is applied to model the division property propagation for TRIVIUM-like primitives. We mounts to the best key-recovery attacks on TriviA-SC.
Organization
Section 2 provides the background of cube attacks, division property, MILP model etc. Section 3 introduces our flag technique for identifying proper assignments to non-cube IVs. Section 4 details the degree evaluation technique upper bounding the algebraic degree of the superpoly. With the flag technique, the degree evaluation and the divide-and-conquer strategy, we give improved key recovery cube attacks on 4 TRIVIUM-like stream ciphers Section 5. We then apply the flag technique and the degree evaluation to Grain-128a and ACORN in Section 6. The precise & relaxed term enumeration as well as their applications are given in Section 7. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
PRELIMINARIES
Mixed Integer Linear Programming
MILP is an optimization or feasibility program some of whose variables are restricted to integers. A MILP model M consists of variables M:var, constraints M:con, and an objective function M:obj. MILP models can be solved by solvers like Gurobi [20] . If there is no feasible solution at all, the solver simply returns infeasible. If no objective function is assigned, the MILP solver only evaluates the feasibility of the model. The application of MILP model to cryptanalysis dates back to the year 2011 [33] , and has been widely used for searching characteristics corresponding to various methods such as The attack against 477 rounds is mainly described for the practical attack in [6] . However, when the goal is the superpoly recovery and to recover one bit of the secret key, 503 rounds are attacked.
1. Fu et al. also propose a result on 855-round TRIVIUM in [28] but its practical examples are wrong and its theoretic basis has been severely challenged in [29] . Such mistakes are also admitted by Fu et al. in [30] .
differential [34] , [35] , linear [35] , impossible differential [36] , [37] , zero-correlation linear [36] , and integral characteristics with division property [19] . We will detail the MILP model of [19] later in this section.
Cube Attack
Considering a stream cipher with n secret key bitsx ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ and m public initialization vector (IV) bits v ¼ ðv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v m Þ. Then, the first output keystream bit can be regarded as a polynomial ofx andṽ referred as fðx;ṽÞ. For a set of indices I ¼ fi 1 ; i 2 ; . . . ; i jIj g & f1; 2; . . . ; ng, which is referred as cube indices and denote by t I the monomial as t I ¼ v i 1 Á Á Á v i jIj , the algebraic normal form (ANF) of fðx;ṽÞ can be uniquely decomposed as fðx;ṽÞ ¼ t I Á pðx;ṽÞ þ qðx;ṽÞ;
where the monomials of qðx;ṽÞ miss at least one variable from fv i 1 ; v i 2 ; . . . ; v i jIj g. Furthermore, pðx;ṽÞ, referred as the superpoly in [2] , is independent of fv i 1 ; v i 2 ; . . . ; v i jIj g. The value of pðx;ṽÞ can only be affected by the secret key bitsx and the assignment to the non-cube IV bits v s (s = 2 I). For a secret keyx and an assignment to the non-cube IVs IV 2 F m 2 , we can define a structure called cube, denoted as C I ðĨ V Þ, consisting of 2 jIj 0-1 vectors as follows:
(1) It has been proved by Dinur and Shamir [2] that the value of superpoly p corresponding to the keyx and the non-cube IV assignmentĨ V can be computed by summing over the cube C I ðĨ V Þ as follows:
In the remainder of this paper, we refer to the value of the superpoly corresponding to the assignmentĨ V in Eq. (2) as pĨ V ðxÞ for short. We use C I as the cube corresponding to arbitraryĨ V setting in Eq. (1). Since C I is defined according to I, we may also refer I as the "cube" without causing ambiguities. The size of I, denoted as jIj, is also referred as the dimension of the cube. Note: since the superpoly p is independent of cube IVs v i ; i 2 I, the value ofĨ V ½i; i 2 I cannot affect the result of the summation in Eq. (2) at all. Therefore in Section 6, our IV ½i's (i 2 I) are just assigned randomly to 0-1 values.
Bit-Based Division Property and Its MILP Representation
At EUROCRYPT 2015, the division property, a generalization of the integral property, was proposed in [16] resulting in better integral characteristics for word-oriented primitives. Later, the bit-based division property was introduced in [18] so that the propagation of integral characteristics can be described in a more precise manner. The definition of the bit-based division property is as follows:
Definition 1 ((Bit-Based) Division Property). Let X be a multiset whose elements take a value of F n 2 . Let K be a set whose elements take an n-dimensional bit vector. When the multiset X has the division property D 
i . When the basic bitwise operations COPY, XOR, AND are applied to the elements in X, transformations of the division property should also be made following the corresponding propagation rules copy, xor, and proved in [16] , [18] . Since round functions of cryptographic primitives are combinations of bitwise operations, we only need to determine the division property of the chosen plaintexts, denoted by D
. Then, after r-round encryption, the division property of the output ciphertexts, denoted by D is evaluated as fkg :
where D K i is the division property after i-round propagation. If the division property K r does not have a unit vector e i whose only ith element is 1, the ith bit of r-round ciphertexts is balanced.
However, when round r gets bigger, the size of K r expands exponentially towards Oð2 n Þ requiring huge memory resources. So the bit-based division property has only been applied to block ciphers with tiny block sizes, such as SIMON32 and Simeck 32 [18] . This memory-crisis has been solved by Xiang et al. using the MILP modeling method.
Propagation of Division Property with MILP. At ASIA-CRYPT 2016, Xiang et al. first introduced a new concept division trail defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Division Trail [19] ). Let us consider the propagation of the division property fkg :
by the propagation rule of the division property.
Let E k be the target r-round iterated cipher. Then, if there is a division trailk 0 E k !k r ¼ẽ j (j ¼ 1; . . . ; n), the summation of jth bit of the ciphertexts is unknown; otherwise, if there is no division trail s.t.k 0 E k !k r ¼ẽ j , we know the ith bit of the ciphertext is balanced (the summation of the ith bit is constant 0). Therefore, we have to evaluate all possible division trails to verify whether each bit of ciphertexts is balanced or not. Xiang et al. proved that the basic propagation rules copy, xor, and of the division property can be translated as some variables and constraints of an MILP model. With this method, all possible division trails can be covered with an MILP model M and the division property of particular output bits can be acquired by analyzing the solutions of the M. Afterwards, some simplifications have been made to the MILP descriptions of copy, xor, and in [15] , [21] . We show such descriptions along with our new techniques in detail in Section 3
The Bit-Based Division Property for Cube Attack
When the number of initialization rounds is not large enough for a thorough diffusion, the superpoly pðx;ṽÞ defined in Eq. (1) may not be related to all key bits x 1 ; . . . ; x n corresponding to some high-dimensional cube I. Instead, there is a set of key indices J f1; . . . ; ng s.t. for arbitrarỹ v 2 F m 2 , pðx;ṽÞ can only be related to x j 's (j 2 J). In CRYPTO 2017, Todo et al. [15] proposed a method for determining such a set J using the bit-based division property. They further showed that, with the knowledge of such J, cube attacks can be launched to recover some information related to the secret key bits. More specifically, they proved the following Lemma 1 and Proposition 1. 
Assuming there is no division trail such that ðẽ ;k I Þ f ! 1, x is not involved in the superpoly of the cube C I .
When f represents the first output bit after the initialization iterations, we can identify J by checking whether there is a division trail ðẽ ;k I Þ f ! 1 for ¼ 1; . . . ; n using the MILP modeling method introduced in Section 2.3. If the division trail ðẽ ;k I Þ f ! 1 exists, we have 2 J; otherwise, = 2 J. When J is determined, we know that for some assignment to the non-cubeĨ V 2 F m 2 , the corresponding superpoly pĨ V ðxÞ is not constant 0, and it is a polynomial of x j ; j 2 J. With the knowledge of J, we recover offline the superpoly pĨ V ðxÞ by constructing its truth table using cube summations defined as Eq. (2). As long as pĨ V ðxÞ is not constant, we can go to the online phase where we sum over the cube C I ðĨ V Þ to get the exact value of pĨ V ðxÞ and refer to the precomputed truth table to identify the x j ; j 2 J assignment candidates. We summarize the whole process as follows: 1) Offline Phase: Superpoly Recovery. Randomly pick añ IV 2 F m 2 and prepare the cube C I ðĨ V Þ defined as Eq. (1). Forx 2 F n 2 whose x j ; j 2 J traverse all 2 jJj 0-1 combinations, we compute and store the value of the superpoly pĨ V ðxÞ as Eq. (2). The 2 jJj values compose the truth table of pĨ V ðxÞ and the ANF of the superpoly is determined accordingly. If pĨ V ðxÞ is constant, we pick anotherĨ V and repeat the steps above until we find an appropriate one s.t. pṽðxÞ is not constant. 2) Online Phase: Partial Key Recovery. Query the cube C I ðĨ V Þ to encryption oracle and get the summation of the 2 jIj output bits. We denoted the summation by 2 F 2 and we know pĨ V ðxÞ ¼ according to Eq. (2). So we look up the truth table of the superpoly and only reserve the x j ; j 2 J s.t. pĨ V ðxÞ ¼ .
3) Brute-Force Search. Guess the remaining secret variables to recover the entire value in secret variables. Phase 1 dominates the time complexity since it takes 2 jIjþjJj encryptions to construct the truth table of size 2 jJj . It is also possible that pĨ V ðxÞ is constant so we have to run several differentĨ V 's to find the one we need. The attack can only be meaningful when (1) jIj þ jJj < n; (2) appropriateĨ V 's are easy to be found. The former requires the adversary to use "good" cube I's with small J while the latter is the exact reason why Assumptions 1 and 2 are proposed [15] , [25] .
MODELING THE CONSTANT BITS TO IMPROVE THE PRECISION OF THE MILP MODEL
In the initial state of stream ciphers, there are secret key bits, public modifiable IV bits and constant 0/1 bits. In the previous MILP model, the initial bit-based division properties of the cube IVs are set to 1, while those of the non-cube IVs, constant state bits or even secret key bits are all set to 0. Obviously, when constant 0 bits are involved in multiplication operations, it always results in a constant 0 output. But, as is pointed out in [25] , such a phenomenon cannot be reflected in previous MILP model method. In the previous MILP model, the widely used COPY+AND operation:
can result in division trails ðx 1 ; x 2 Þ COPY+AND ! ðy 1 ; y 2 ; aÞ as follows:
ð1; 0Þ COPY+AND ! ð0; 0; 1Þ; ð0; 1Þ COPY+AND ! ð0; 0; 1Þ:
Assuming that either s 1 or s 2 of Eq. (3) is a constant 0 bit, ðs 1^s2 Þ is always 0. In this occasion, the division property of ðs 1^s2 Þ must be 0 which is overlooked by the previous MILP model. To prohibit the propagation above, an additional constraint M:con a ¼ 0 should be added when either s 1 or s 2 is constant 0.
In [25] , the authors only consider the constant 0 bits. They thought the model can be precise enough when all the state bits initialized to constant 0 bits are handled. But in fact, although constant 1 bits do not affect the division property propagation, we should still be aware because 0 bits might be generated when even number of constant 1 bits are XORed during the updating process. This is later shown in a practical example for Kreyvium.
Flag Technique
In order to describe the division property propagation in a more precise manner, we introduce another parameter named "flag" to each intermediate bit. 
Clearly, when v:F ¼ 0 c =1 c , there is always a constraint v:val ¼ 0 2 M:con. We define ¼, È and Â operations for the flag value f1 c ; 0 c ; dg. The ¼ operation tests whether two elements are equal(naturally
The È operation follows the rules:
for arbitrary x 2 f1 c ; 0 c ; dg:
(4) The Â operation follows the rules:
(5) Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, the MILP models for COPY, XOR and AND should also consider the effects of flags. So the previous copy, xor, and and should now add the assignment to flags. We denote the modified versions as copyf, xorf, and andf and define them as Proposition 2 3 and 4 as follows. 
:
We denote this process as ðM; bÞ xorfðM; a 1 ; . . . ; a m Þ. We denote this process as ðM; bÞ andfðM; a 1 ; . . . ; a m Þ.
With these modifications, we are able to improve the precision of the MILP model. The improved attack framework can be written as Algorithm 1. It enables us to identify the involved key bits when the non-cube IVs are set to specific constant 0/1 values by imposing corresponding flags to the non-cube MILP binary variables. With this method, we can determine anĨ V 2 F m 2 s.t. the corresponding superpoly pĨ V ðxÞ 6 ¼ 0.
Faster Implementation of the Flag Technique
In order to improve the efficiency of MILP model solving, we need to reduce the numbers of variables and constraints in the MILP model. We show in this part that the division property value of the constant state bits can be safely ignored from the MILP model without affecting the propagation. Since the division property value of the constant state bits is statically 0, this is equivalent to proving that the static 0 property value cannot affect the MILP model. In fact, TRIVIUM-like ciphers, as well as other stream ciphers, are just calling the following three operations namely XOR, COPY+XOR and COPY+AND: 
It can be proved that such operations satisfy the following Proposition 5, 6, 7 and 8. These propositions indicate that we can safely eliminate the binary variables corresponding to the division property value of the constant state bits from the MILP model while keeping exactly the same accuracy. In other words, the constant bits can be perfectly handled only with the flag values (Ã:F 's). The following constraints are added to the MILP model: The following constraints are added to the MILP model:
Since The following constraints are added to the MILP model: As can be seen in Proposition 5, the division value of constant 0/1 does not affect the division propagation of XOR operation. Therefore, for the newly generated variable b (representing the division property value of the newly generated state bit y), we only need to focus on its flag value b:F , which can be computed independently to the division property value. Specifically in Proposition 8, we know that when constant 0 bits are involved in COPY+AND, it is equivalent to declare a new variable with division property value 0, indicating that the bit generated by COPY+AND is constant 0. But b:F computed from a i :F 's can already determine the constant 0 property of the newly generated bit. So, in this situation, we can still ignore the division property value of the constant 0 bit (a 1 :val) and only consider its flag (a 1 :F ).
For our modified flag technique, when the XOR, COPY +XOR, COPY+AND operations are triggered, the flags are first computed. The corresponding constraints are added to the models only if the newly generated bits are non-constant as demonstrated in Algorithm 2, 3 and 4. We also rewrite the copyf as Algorithm 5. 
UPPER BOUNDING
9: For i 2 , assign a . Therefore, the number of encryptions a feasible attack requires is
The previous limitation of jIj þ jJj < n is removed. The knowledge of the algebraic degree of superpolies can largely benefit the efficiency of the cube attack. Therefore, we show how to estimate the algebraic degree of superpolies using the division property. Before the introduction of the method, we generalize Proposition 1 as follows. 
Assuming there is no division trail such that ðk L jjk I Þ f ! 1, the monomialxk L is not involved in the superpoly of the cube C I .
Proof. The ANF of fðx;ṽÞ is represented as follows fðx;ṽÞ ¼ 
Declare an empty MILP model M.
3:
Declarex be n MILP variables of M corresponding to secret variables.
4:
Declareṽ be m MILP variables of M corresponding to public variables. According to Proposition 9, the existence of the division trail ðk L jjk I Þ f ! 1 is in accordance with the existence of the monomial xk L in the superpoly of the cube C I .
If there is d ! 0 s.t. for allk L of hamming weight hwðk L Þ > d, the division trail xk L does not exist, then we know that the algebraic degree of the superpoly is bounded by d. Using MILP, this d can be naturally modeled as the maximum of the objective function P n j¼1 x j . With the MILP model M and the cube indices I, we can bound the degree of the superpoly using Algorithm 6. Same as Algorithm 1, we can also consider the degree of the superpoly for specific assignment to the non-cube IVs. So we also add the input IV that can either be a specific assignment or a NULL referring to an arbitrary assignment. The solution M:obj ¼ d is the upper bound of the superpoly's algebraic degree. Furthermore, corresponding to M:obj ¼ d and according to the definition of M:obj, there should also be a set of indices fl 1 ; . . . ; l d g s.t. the variables representing the initially declaredx (representing the division property of the key bits) satisfy the constraints
We can also enumerate all t-degree (1 t d) monomials involved in the superpoly using a similar technique which we will detail later in Section 7.
APPLICATION OF FLAG TECHNIQUE AND DEGREE EVALUATION TO TRIVIUM-LIKE STREAM CIPHERS
In this part, we apply our method to 4 TRIVIUM-like stream ciphers namely TRIVIUM [38] , Kreyvium [39] , TriviA-SC1 and TriviA-SC2 [40] . Such primitives share many structural similarities. For example, the structure of such ciphers is a concatenation of 3 NFSRs; each NFSR use the same 2-degree core function as its updating function; the output functions are quite simple; the numbers of initialization rounds are all 1152. Too many initialization rounds will cause significant expansion in the scale of MILP models making them unsolvable. But according to the structural features, several shortcuts can be used to simplify the model. We detail the application of our method to TRIVIUM. For others, we simply specify the differences and list the theoretic results. 
Application to TRIVIUM
After R rounds of initialization, TRIVIUM outputs the 1st key stream bit z R by calling the output function: 
The division property propagation for the core function can be represented as Algorithm 7. The input of Algorithm 7 consists of M as the current MILP model, a vectorx describing the current division property of the state bits, and 5 indices i 1 ; i 2 ; i 3 ; i 4 ; i 5 corresponding to positions the input bits. Then Algorithm 7 outputs the updated model M, and vectorỹ describes the division property after f core . Divide-and-Conquer Technique for Simple MILP Models. According to (20) , the output bit z R is a summation of 6 terms. Accordingly, we divide z R into 6 parts Instead of constructing a MILP model for evaluating the division property of z R , we construct 6 MILP models and evaluate z R i (i ¼ 1; . . . ; 6) independently. For each z R i , we can acquire a set of key indices J i so that the superpoly of z R i is related to key bits x j (j 2 J i ) so that the set containing all involved key bits can be computed as:
For degree evaluation, we also solve 6 solutions d 1 ; . . . ; d 6 corresponding to z R 1 ; . . . ; z R 6 and the degree of the targeted superpoly is
As has been illustrated in [15] , 45 constraints are added in the MILP model M in order to describe the division property propagation in 1-round updating. Therefore, for R-round TRIVIUM, M should contain 45R constraints. But for each of the 6 MILP models, the number of constraints can be largely diminished. . In other words, s R 66 is first generated at round R À 65. Therefore, we have z degree d can be computed as Eqs. (22) and (23) Call 
Experimental Verification
Identical to [15] , we use the cube I ¼ f1; 11; 21; 31; 41; 51; 61; 71g to verify our attack and implementation. The experimental verification includes: the degree evaluation using Algorithm 6, specifying involved key bits using Algorithm 1 withĨ V ¼ NULL or specific non-cube IV settings.
Example 1 (Verification of Our Attack against 591-round TRIVIUM). WithĨ V ¼ NULL using Algorithm 1, we are able to identify J ¼ f23; 24; 25; 66; 67g. We know that with some assignment to the non-cube IV bits, the superpoly can be a polynomial of secret key bits x 23 ; x 24 ; x 25 ; x 66 ; x 67 . These are the same as [15] . Then, we setĨ V to random values and acquire the degree through Algorithm 6, and verify the correctness of the degree by practically recovering the corresponding superpoly.
When we setĨ V ¼ 0xcc2e487b; 0x78f99a93; 0xbeae, and run Algorithm 6, we get the degree 3.
The practically recovered superpoly is also of degree 3:
which is in accordance with the deduction by Algorithm 6 through MILP model. When we setĨ V ¼ 0x61fbe5da; 0x19f5972c; 0x65c1, the degree evaluation of Algorithm 6 is 2.
The practically recovered superpoly is also of degree 2:
When we setĨ V ¼ 0x5b942db1; 0x83ce1016; 0x6ce, the degree is 0 and the superpoly recovered is also constant 0.
On the Accuracy of MILP Model with Flag Technique. As a comparison, we use the cube above and conduct practical experiments on different rounds namely 576, 577, 587, 590, 591 (selected from Table 2 of [25] ). We try 10000 randomly chosenĨ V 's. For each of them, we use the MILP method to evaluate the degree d, in comparison with the practically recovered ANF of the superpoly pĨ V ðxÞ. For 576, 577, 587 and 590 rounds, the accuracy is 100 percent. For 591 rounds, the accuracies are distributed as: 1) When the MILP model gives degree evaluation d ¼ 0, the accuracy is 100 percent that the superpoly is constant 0.
2) When the MILP model gives degree evaluation
there is an accuracy 49 percent that the superpoly is a 3-degree polynomial. For the rest, the superpoly is constant 0.
there is accuracy 43 percent that the superpoly is a 2-degree polynomial. For the rest, the superpoly is constant 0. The ratios of error can easily be understood: for example, in some case, one key bit may multiply with constant 1 in one step x i Á 1 and be canceled by XORing with itself in the next round, this results in a newly generated constant 0 bit (ðx i Á 1Þ È x i ¼ 0). However, by the flag technique, this newly generated bit has flag value d ¼ ðd Â 1 c Þ þ d. In our attacks, the size of cubes tends to be large, which means that most of the IV bits become active, the above situation of ðx i Á 1Þ È x i ¼ 0 will now become ðx i Á v j Þ È x i . Therefore, when larger cubes are used, fewer constant 0/1 flags are employed, and the MILP models are becoming closer to WhenĨ V ¼ NULL, we acquire the same upper bound of the degree d ¼ 3. Then, we tried thousands of random IVs, and get an overall accuracy 80.9 percent. From above, we can conclude that the flag technique has high precision and can definitely improve the efficiency of the division property based cube attacks.
Theoretical Results
The best result in [15] mounts to 832-round TRIVIUM with cube dimension jIj ¼ 72 and the superpoly involves jJj ¼ 5 key bits. The complexity is 2 77 in [15] . Using Algorithm 6, we further acquire that the degree of such a superpoly is 3. So the complexity for superpoly recovery is 2 72 Â ð A similar 73-dimensional cube is also constructed for 833-round TRIVIUM and the complexity for key recovery is 2 79 . TRIVIUM has many cubes whose superpolys only contain 1 key bit. These cubes are of great value for our key recovery attacks. First, the truth table of such superpoly is balanced and the Partial Key Recovery phase can definitely recover 1 bit of secret information. Second, the Superpoly Recovery phase only requires 2 jIjþ1 and the online Partial Key Recovery only requires 2 jIj encryptions. Such an attack can be meaningful as long as jIj þ 1 < 80, so we can try cubes having dimension as large as 78. Therefore, we investigate 78-dimensional cubes and find the best cube attack on TRIVIUM is 839 rounds. By running Algorithm 1 with 2 2 ¼ 4 different assignments to non-cube IVs, we know that the key bit x 61 is involved in the superpoly forĨ V ¼ 0x0; 0x4000; 0x0 or IV ¼ 0x0; 0x4002; 0x0. In other words, the 47-th IV bit must be assigned to constant 1. The summary of our new results about TRIVIUM is in Table 2 . Note that the time complexity in this table shows the time complexity of Superpoly Recovery (Phase 1) and Partial Key Recovery (Phase 2).
Application to Kreyvium
Kreyvium is designed for the use of fully Homomorphic encryption. It claims 128-bit security and accepts 128-bit IVs. Kreyvium consists of 5 registers. Two of them are LFSRs denoted as K Ã and IV Ã respectively and the remaining 3 NFSRs share the same structure with TRIVIUM. The updating function of Kreyvium also resembles that of TRIVIUM and make calls to the core function f core in Eq. (21) . It also shares the same output function Eq. (19) . Due to such similarities, the MILP model for describing the division property propagation for Kreyvium is quite similar with that of TRIV-IUM. We just list our main theoretic results here and leave the other details in Supplementary Material 1, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/TC.2019.2909871.
First, by running Algorithm 1 with parameterĨ V ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 0Þ, we are able to prove the validity of the zero-sum distinguishers given in [25] , [27] . On the contrary, for higherdimensional cube I's, the degrees acquired by running Algorithm 1 withĨ V ¼ ð1; 1; . . . ; 1Þ are usually equal to those acquired withĨ V ¼ NULL. This is true for all the theoretic key recovery results on Kreyvium in this section. Such a phenomenon indicates that the "all-one" setting is a good choice for making non-constant superpolies.
In [25] , the 61-dimensional cube I (first appeared in [27] ) was used for attacking 849-round Kreyvium. It shows that the corresponding J is of size 23. So the complexity of superpoly recovery is 2 61þ23 ¼ 2 84 . With the same I and by running Algorithm 1 (both all-one setting andĨ V ¼ NULL), we identify the same J. By running Algorithm 6, we find that the degree of the superpoly at round 849 is 9. Therefore, using our new techniques, we are able to lower the complexity to 2 94:61 according to Eq. (16) . They also proposed a 85-dimensional cube and mounted on 872 rounds (jJj ¼ 39). By running Algorithm 6, we know the degree of the superpoly is only 2 and the complexity can be lowered from the original 2 124 to 2 94:61 . Now that the jIj þ jJj < n limitation has disappeared, we can construct larger cubes for attacking more rounds. Our best attack has mounted to 891 rounds using a 113-dimensional cube. The superpoly at round 891 has degree 2 and jJj ¼ 20. So the complexity for attacking round 891 is 2 120:73 according to Eq. (16) .
Details of all our attacks are listed in Table 3 .
Application to TriviA-SC1/2
TriviA-SC1 and TriviA-SC2 share the same updating function with TRIVIUM but with a larger state of 384 bits. 
APPLICATIONS TO GRAIN-128A AND ACORN
Besides TRIVIUM-like stream ciphers, we also apply our flag technique and degree evaluation to other bit-oriented stream ciphers namely Grain-128a [41] and ACORN [42] . In comparison with the TRIVIUM-like primitives, Grain-128a and ACORN have more complicated output functions so the divide-and-conquer strategy may not help much to simplify the MILP models. On the other hand, the number of initialization rounds becomes lower making the standard MILP easy enough to solve. We only list our theoretic results here and leave detailed analysis in Supplementary Materials 3 and 4, available online.
Theoretic Results on Grain-128a
Grain-128a has 128 key bits and 96 IV bits. We first revisit the previous attacks on 182-and 183-round Grain-128a using cube dimensions 88 and 92 respectively. For the 88-dimensional cube, we use our improved flag technique using Algorithm 1, we find that there are only jJj ¼ 14 rather than 18 involved key bits in the superpoly. Using Algorithm 6, we prove the degree of the superpoly is 14, equal to jJj. fig for i ¼ 1; . . . ; 96. Then, we setĨ V ½i ¼ 1 andĨ V ½i ¼ 0. We run Algorithm 6 with I and the two differentĨ V 's. We find that wheñ IV ½47 ¼ 1, the degree of the superpoly is 19 and the degree drops to only 14 whenĨ V ½47 ¼ 0. This may indicate that many key bits are no longer involved whenĨ V ½47 ¼ 0. So we run Algorithm 1 with I 47 andĨ V ½47 ¼ 0. Under such a setting, we have jJj ¼ 21 and the attack is available with complexity 2 115:95 . We summarize our attacks as Table 5 . We have lowered the complexities of previous cubes and improved the maximum attacked rounds by 1.
Theoretic Results on ACORN
ACORN has 128 key bits and 128 IV bits. We first revisit the result in [15] . Using Algorithm 1, we find jJj ¼ 63, 5 additional key bits are detected compared to [15] 
LOWER COMPLEXITY WITH TERM ENUMERATION
In this section, we show how to further lower the complexity of recovering the superpoly (Phase 1) in Section 4.
With cube indices I, key bits J and degree d, the complexity of the current superpoly recovery is 2 I Â ð But in practice, highdegree terms are generated in later iterations and the highdegree monomials should be fewer than their low-degree counterparts. Therefore, for all ð jJj i Þ monomials, only very few of them may appear in the superpoly. Similar to Algorithm 1 that decides all key bits that appear in the superpoly, we propose Algorithm 9 that enumerates all t-degree monomials that may appear in the superpoly. Clearly, when we use t ¼ 1, we can get J 1 ¼ J, the same output as Algorithm 1 containing all involved key bits. If we use t ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; d, we get J 2 ; . . . ; J d that contains all possible monomials of degrees 2; 3; . . . ; d. Therefore, we only need to determine 1 þ jJ 1 j þ jJ 2 j þ . . . þ jJ d j coefficients in order to 
And the size of the lookup table has also reduced to ð1 þ P d t¼1 jJ t jÞ. So the complexity of the attack is now
Furthermore, since high-degree monomials are harder to be generated through iterations than low-degree ones, we can often find jJ i j < ð jJj i Þ when i approaches d. So the complexity for superpoly recovery has been reduced.
Note:J t 's (t ¼ 1; . . . ; d) can be generated by TermEnum of Algorithm 9 and they satisfy the following Property 1. This property is equivalent to the "Embed Property" given in [22] . We can acquire J 3 ¼ fð1; 2; 3Þg by running TermEnum of Algorithm 9. But, if we run TermEnum with t ¼ 2, we will not acquire just J 2 ¼ fð1; 4Þg but J 2 ¼ fð1; 4Þ; ð1; 2Þ; ð1; 3Þ; ð2; 3Þg due to ð1; 2; 3Þ 2 J 3 and (1,2), (1,3), (2,3) are its subsequences. Although there are still redundant terms, the reduction from ð jJj d Þ to jJ d j is usually huge enough to improve the existing cube attack results.
Applying such a term enumeration technique, we are able to lower complexities of many existing attacks namely: 832-, 833-round TRIVIUM, 849-round Kreyvium, 184-round Grain128a and 704-round ACORN. The attack on 750-round ACORN can also be improved using a relaxed version of TermEnum which is presented as RTermEnum on the righthand side of Algorithm 9. In the relaxed algorithm, RTermEnum is acquired from TermEnum by replacing some states which are marked in red in Algorithm 9, and we state details later in Section 7.2.
7.1 Application to TRIVIUM, Kreyvium, Grain-128a and 704-Round ACORN
As can be seen in Table 2 , the attack on 832-round TRIVIUM has J ¼ J 1 ¼ 5 and degree d ¼ 3, so we have ð Therefore, the complexity has now been lowered from 2 76:7 to 2 75:8 . A similar technique can also be applied to the 73 dimensional cube of Table 2 . Details are shown in Table 7 .
The same procedure can also be carried out on Kreyvium, Grain-128a and 704-round ACORN. The details are also shown in Table 7 .
Applications to 750-Round ACORN
For the attack on 704-round ACORN, we can use the previous precise term enumeration to reduce the complexity as shown in Table 7 . For the attack on 750-round ACORN (the superpoly is of degree d ¼ 5), the left half of Algorithm 9 can only be carried out for the 5-degree terms jJ 5 j ¼ 46. For t ¼ 2; 3; 4, the sizes of J t are too large to be enumerated. So we introduce a relaxed term enumeration technique.
Relaxed Algorithm 9. We settle for the index set JR t containing the key indices that compose all the t-degree terms. For example, when J 3 ¼ fð1; 2; 3Þ; ð1; 2; 4Þg, we have JR 3 ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4g. The relationship between J t and JR t is jJ t j ð jJR t j t Þ and J 1 ¼ JR 1 (We denote jJR 0 j ¼ 1). The search space for J t in Algorithm 9 is ð jJ 1 j t Þ while that of the relaxed algorithm is only ð jJR t j t Þ. So it is much easier to enumerate JR t , therefore the complexity can still be improved (in comparison with Eq. (16)) as long as jJR t j < jJ 1 j. The complexity of this relaxed version can be written as max 2 jIj Â ðð
For 750-round ACORN, we enumerate J 5 and JR 1 ; . . . ; JR 4 whose sizes are listed in Table 8 given in Section 6.2.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we improve the division property based cube attack method by further cultivating the algebraic properties of superpolies. First, we developed the flag technique for identifying proper non-cube IV assignments: we can identify proper non-cube IV assignments leading to a non-constant superpoly, rather than randomizing trials and error summations in the offline phase. We also propose a fast implementation for the flag technique to simplify the MILP models corresponding to the division property propagations. Then, we derived a division property based MILP model for upper bounding the algebraic degree of the superpoly. Such an improvement can break the jIj þ jJj < n barrier enabling us to construct larger cubes for attacking more rounds. Third, for TRIVIUM-like primitives, namely TRIVIUM, Kreyvium, TriviA-SC1/2, we give the divide-and-conquer modeling strategy that largely improves the efficiency of division property deductions. Finally, we propose the accurate & relaxed term enumeration techniques that can further reduce the complexities. The combination of these new techniques gives the current best key recovery attacks on several stream ciphers namely Kreyvium, TriviA-SC1/2, Grain-128a, and ACORN.
